
RadioShack has the answers to your phone hookup problems. num
Convert an existing jack into two, three, four or five jacks -or update an older jack.

Wall phone jack adapter
adds a 2nd jack to a
wall jack. Connect a
Caller ID or answering
machine to your wall
phone. #279-414

1 -to -2 jack adapter
connects two devices,
such as a phone and a
modem, to one jack.
Ivory #279-357, Black
#279-408, White #279-407

1 -to -3 jack adapter lets
you connect three
devices to one phone
jack. Ivory #279-557,

White #279-435

Wall huggerhugger 1 -to -4
adapter converts one
jack into four. Unique
design makes hookups
easier in hard -to -reach
places. #279-608
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1-tc-5 jack adapter
lets you connect up to
five devices to one jack.
#279-433
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Modular to 4 -prong
adapter connects a
standard modular
phone plug to an old-
style 4 -prong phone
jack. 4279-351

Only at RadioShack! Unique adapters are great for tight places or laptop PC connection
 Provide easier access to jack  Ideal for use behind desk or furniture  Start phone cord in right direction to help prevent strain damage
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Horizontal -style 1 -to -2 jack
adapter provides one jack at
each end. #279-602
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1 -to -2 jack adapter provides
two jacks on bottom.
#279-604

Surface -mount 6-w re
jack. Can be used as
RJ-11C/14C/25C jack.
White #279-419,
Ivory #279-420
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2 -line, 3 -way jack adapter.
Splits a 2 -line jack into
separate line -1, line -2, and
a combined line -1 and
line -2 jack. Ivory #279-402,
White #279-432

Vertical -style 1 -to -2 jack
adapter provides a jack on
front and on bottom.
#279-601

Swivel -style 1 -to -2 jack
adapter provides two jacks
that can be positioned
separately. #279 605

Rotary -style 1 -to -2 jack
adapter rotates to desired
position. #279-606

Multiline jacks and adapters

8 -pin R1-45
phone/LAN wall jack
for computer
network. #279-409

8 -pin surface jack. For
digital business phones
and computer network
applications. #279-411
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8 -pin in -line coupler
joins two computer
network line cords.
#279-444

In -line couplers join two or three modular phone cords

In -line coupler joins two 4 -
conductor modular line cords.
Ivory #279-358, White #279-458,

Black #279-459

3 -way in -line coupler. Joins
three 4 -wire modular cords.
#279-447

Right-angle 3 -way in -line
coupler. #279-603

8-pin/4-pin adapter.
Splits non -keyed 8 -pin
jack into two 4 -pin jacks.
#279-456

6 -conductor in -line coupler.
Ivory #279,-23, White #279-434

8 -conductor in -line
coupler. #279-444

Modular plugs. Standard
4 -pin type RJ-11/14. Use our
#279-388 crimping tool,
right, to install. Pkg of 10.
#279.384

Replacement modular plugs

6 -pin RJ-25 quick -connect
plug. For LAN. Use #279-388
tool, right, to install.
Pkg of 10. #279-421

Non -keyed 8 -pin quick -connect
plug for stranded cable.
Pkg. of 5. #279-406

Quick -connect 8 -pin p ug.
Easy way to replace a
damaged 8 -pin plug. Just
position wire and close cover
#279-440

Crimpers

RadioShack's best! Pro -quality
crimping tool installs 4, 6 and
8 -conductor modular plugs.
#279-405

Standard crimping tool
installs 4 -pin modular plugs
to replace a damaged plug
or to make custom line
cords. #279-388

See page 122 for bulk telephone wire.


